NSDL Organizational Materials

The links below go to archived content preserved from the OnRamp Content Management System and personal archives (Carol Minton Morris, Dean Krafft, and others).

OnRamp was developed to house NSDL organizational documents and feed organizational websites. It was built on the same open source Fedora Commons Repository technology as the repository (NDR). The user interface extended the Fez CMS application out of Australia. The application source code is available in the archived code directory.

NSDL Content

- Annual meetings
- Annual reports
- Infrastructure
- Miscellaneous images
- NSDL.org website documents
- NCORE documents
- Organization and structure
- Outreach and communications
- Projects
- Proposal support
- Publications
- Resource contribution
- Templates and Usage
- Tool Time seminars
- Workshop materials

Other Content in OnRamp

- Fedora Commons Community
- Middle School Portal Material

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.